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Curing

Canavan
Scientific research into the rare
genetic disorder Canavan disease
is giving one family hope for the
future, as Alexandra Roach
discovers.

T is November 1991 and Earl
and Deb Schonberger have reason to celebrate: a baby girl, their
first child, has arrived, healthy
and whole.
Entranced by their bundle of joy,
Earl and Deb name her Jessica.
Jessica’s Apgar score (the number out
of 10 ascribed to determine the health
of a newborn baby) is a nine out of a
possible 10 and she is sweet-natured.
Like all first-time parents, the
Schonbergers breathe a sigh of relief:
Jessica is perfect and her future is
bright.
But all is not as it seems. By the
time Jessica is three months old, her
parents fear something is wrong. She
can’t lift her head. Her limbs flop like
those of a rag doll.
Frightened, they take her to a paediatrician. The doctor examines
Jessica and tells her parents it is likely
she is just experiencing a slight milestone delay.
But the paediatrician has another
patient with similar symptoms. That
little boy suffers from a genetic condition so rare, he is the only person in
Australia with it.
The condition, specific to
Ashkenazi Jews like the Schonbergers,
affects only one in 6500. Just to be
sure, the doctor runs a urine test.
To everyone’s horror, the test
returns a positive result.
Jessica Schonberger has Canavan
disease and the family’s lives will
never be the same.
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INE years after Jessica’s birth,
German scientists Matthias
and Claudia Klugmann made

the long journey from Heidelberg to
Auckland, New Zealand, for the
opportunity to work with Dr
Matthew During – a true scientific
maverick – on a highly experimental,
but revolutionary, medical treatment.
Formerly the director of the
Laboratory
of
Molecular
Pharmacology and Neurogenetics at
the Yale School of Medicine, During
is a pioneer of a medical treatment
involving gene therapy.
A leading researcher in the field,
During returned to New Zealand in
1996 to conduct clinical treatments
on two American children affected by
Canavan disease, a type of leukodystrophy, characterised by an inflammation of the white matter or myelin
sheath of the brain.
Canavan is genetically carried by
one in 40 Ashkenazi Jews; two genetic
carriers have a one in four chance of
having a Canavan-affected child and
a 50 per cent chance of having a child
who is also a genetic carrier. Canavan
erodes myelin, the protective layer
coating the nerve fibres which run
from one neuron to the next. Without
myelin’s insulation, nerve impulses
cannot be transmitted efficiently
from one neuron to another and the
central nervous system breaks down.
Canavan sufferers cannot move or
communicate and rarely live long
enough to see adolescence, let alone
adulthood.
During’s trials remain controversial. The Food and Drug
Administration in the United States
would not approve the treatments for
use on humans.
But the two American families had
faith in the groundbreaking treatments, which saw healthy versions of
the faulty genes their daughters possess injected directly into the girls’
brains, using the shell of a virus to
deliver the DNA to its target.
The treatments, which were

trialled on the girls in 1996, may not
have worked, but they suffered no
adverse side effects and showed small
but amazing improvements, which
lasted several months before wearing
off. Both girls are now in their teens.
All journeys begin with a single
step, and these trials were a giant step
forward, which inspired those two
young German scientists to do some
groundbreaking work of their own.

HE Schonberger home in
Randwick, Sydney, is open and
airy. Every doorway of the house
is wide enough to accommodate for
the comfortable, state-of-the-art hospital-style bed which Jessica is confined to due to the progression of her
condition.
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Canavan sufferers
cannot move or
communicate and rarely
live long enough to see
adolescence, let alone
adulthood.
Jessica’s limbs are thin, her spine
has twisted and her right lung has
been crushed to the point she can
only lie on her left side for short periods before breathing becomes difficult. She has never walked or spoken
and her vision is impaired. Jessica is
fed through a tube which runs
directly into her stomach and
requires around-the-clock care as,
due to her inability to swallow, she is
at risk of choking on her own saliva if
it is not suctioned away by a speciallydesigned machine.
But there is no disputing that
Jessica is a miracle: in November she
will turn 22. “When she was diagnosed, we were told she wouldn’t live
to see her third birthday,” Earl
Schonberger told The AJN.

From left: German scientists Georg Von Jonquieres, Matthias Klugmann and Claudia Klugmann are working with PhD students
Anne Harasta and Ziggy Harrison-Tikisci on developing a treatment for Canavan disease.

From top left: Deb, Ariel, Earl and Jessica (front) Schonberger.

“This was in the days before the
internet and Canavan is so rare the
doctors had to go by what had been
written up in medical journals.
“Most of the information was five
to 10 years old and the patients that
had been written about had an average life expectancy of three to five
years, so that was the timeline they
went on.”
The family’s life today bears little
resemblance to what they had imagined when Jessica was born. But
despite the hardships, the bond
between Jessica, her parents and her
14-year-old brother, Ariel, who is
unaffected by the condition thanks to
pre-natal testing that was unavailable
when Jessica was born, is strong.
Their home, extensively renovated
two years ago to better accommodate
Jessica, is a joyful one.
Jessica delights in loud noises,
whether it be the roaring engine of a
Harley Davidson or the strains of
AC/DC, and giggles gleefully whenever a rude word is uttered in her
presence.
Healthcare workers, who care for
Jessica in six-hour shifts most days,
have replaced the friends the family
has lost contact with over the years
due to the demands of caring for
Jessica.
The carers were among the guests
at Jessica’s 21st birthday party last
November, alongside the family’s
tight circle of friends. These include
Australian Leukodystrophy Support
Group (ALSG) members who advocate for people affected by
leukodystrophy.
“We’re very lucky to have access to
so many services,” Earl explained.
“We couldn’t function when we
were splitting the night shifts between
the two of us. You can’t get by on
three hours a night, every night.”
The family’s involvement with
ALSG also led to a most extraordinary meeting.
ESS than one kilometre from
the Schonbergers’ house, the
Klugmanns are working alongside Dr Georg Von Jonquieres and
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PhD students Anne Harasta and
Ziggy Harrison-Tikisci in a laboratory at the University of New South
Wales to find a treatment for
Canavan.
“It was just remarkable that one of
the world’s leading teams of scientists
working on Canavan is less than a
kilometre away,” Earl, who was introduced to the scientists a year-and-ahalf ago through ALSG, laughed.
“They’ve become our friends and
have met Jessica. They work with
Canavan-affected mice but had never
actually met a person with Canavan
before.”
Gene therapy has come a long way
from the relatively crude techniques
used in those 1996 trials; in order to
deliver the healthy genes to the brain,
the shell of a virus is still used, but it is
far more targeted.
“Many of the previous treatments
have delivered the therapeutic genes
to the neurons in the brain, not the
glial cells which degenerate in someone affected by leukodystrophies like
Canavan and multiple sclerosis,”
Matthias explained.
The team is exploring a variety of
options and hopes to develop an
effective treatment that can be delivered intravenously rather than having
to inject the therapeutic genes during
brain surgery.
“If you want to deliver a non-invasive treatment, you need a viral vector
small enough to get through the
blood-brain barrier which stops anything in the bloodstream from contaminating the brain,” Matthias said.
The team’s efforts have had promising results on the Canavan-affected
mice in the lab, with significant –
although incomplete – re-myelination occurring within the brain.
But scientific research is an expensive, prolonged process and clinical
trials on humans are still a long way
off.
“It’ll probably be at least another
three to five years,” Matthias said.
Until then, all families like the
Schonbergers can do is wait.
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